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Abstract

The study of energy landscapes based on the electronic structure of materials
is a fast growing field aided by the rapid advancements of both computational
resources and the formulation of new efficient algorithms. Many properties
of materials can now be determined directly from simulations based on electronic structure calculations. The study of energy landscapes is turning out
to be the key of resolving many important problems in chemical physics and
material science. In the field of innovation of new materials for technological
advancement, computational structure prediction methods are becoming a
time efficient and economical choice before taking decision of experimental
synthesis. In this dissertation we present the application of a structure prediction method, Minima Hopping, to the exploration of energy landscapes
of atomic clusters made of different elements. In addition to the reporting
of several new stable clusters, the work goes beyond mere structure prediction, and answers several basic questions regarding the behavior of different
clusters by studying their energy landscapes.
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Introduction
§1.1

Introduction

A potential energy surface is a mathematical function that gives the energy
of a physical system as a function of its geometry. The structure of atomic
and molecular clusters, the folding of proteins or the complex behavior of
glasses have been successfully described in terms of potential energy surfaces
(PES). In case of clusters and glasses the PES itself is often investigated
directly, whereas for proteins and other biomolecules, it is also common to
define free energy surfaces, which are expressed in terms of small number of
order parameters.
The PES represents the potential energy of a given system as a function of
all the relevant atomic or molecular coordinates. The potential energy V ,
for a system containing N atoms in three dimensions is a function of 3N ~ The PES, V (R),
~ is therefore a 3N -dimensional object
dimensional vector R.
~
embedded in a (3N + 1)-dimensional space. Our ability to focus upon V (R),
neglecting other degrees of freedom such as electronic coordinates relies on
”Born-Oppenheimer approximation”.

§1.2

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation

Any given physical system, can be described by a number of nuclei and electrons interacting through coulombic forces. We can write the Hamiltonian
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of such a system in the following general form:[1]
Ĥ = −

N
n
N
N
X
~2 2 X ~2 2 e2 X X ZI ZJ
∇i +
∇I −
~I − R
~J|
2MI
2m
2 I=1 J6=I |R
i=1
I=1

n
n
N X
n
X
1
ZI
e2 X X
2
−e
+
~
2 i=1 j6=i |~ri − ~rj |
ri |
I=1 i=1 |RI − ~

(1.1)

~ = {RI }, I = 1, 2, . . . N is a set of N nuclear coordinates, and
Where R
~r = {~ri }, i = 1, 2, . . . , n is a set of n electronic coordinates. ZI and MI are the
N nuclear charges and masses, respectively. All the ingredients are perfectly
known and, in principle, all properties can be derived by solving the many
body Schrödinger equation:
~ = Ei Ψi (~r, R)
~
ĤΨi (~r, R)

(1.2)

In practice, however, the problem is almost impossible to treat in a full quantum mechanical framework. The full Schrödinger equation cannot be easily
decoupled into a set of independent equations. So in general we have to deal
with (3N + 3n) coupled degrees of freedom.The usual practice is to use some
sensible approximations.
The rest mass of electrons are much smaller than that of nucleus. Born and
Oppenheimer argued that since a proton has a mass larger than a electron
by a factor of 1836, so we can always assume that the nuclei stay in a stationary state when describing the electronic motion at any instant of time.
In other words, the electron density should adjust almost instantaneously to
changes in the positions of the nuclei. This is known as Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. By applying this approximation we decouple the full wave
function into two parts,
~ ~r) = ψn (R)ψ
~ e (R,
~ ~r)
Ψ(R,

(1.3)

~ is the nuclear wave functions and ψe (R,
~ ~r) is the solution of
Where ψn (R)
‘electronic Hamiltonian’:
~ ~r) = Ve (R)ψ
~ e (R,
~ ~r)
[Ĥ − Tˆn ]ψe (R,

(1.4)

Here Ĥ denotes the total Hamiltonian operator in equation 1.1, and Tˆn denotes the nuclear kinetic energy operator (the first term in equation 1.1).

Stationary points on PES
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~ ~r) is a function of electronic coordinate ~r, but only depends upon the
ψe (R,
~ parametrically, because the above equation is solved for
nuclear positions R
some particular nuclear geometry.
The potential energy surface defines the variation of the electronic energy,
~ with the nuclear geometry. It should be noted that different surfaces
Ve (R),
exist corresponding to different solutions of the equation 1.4 that represent
excited electronic states.

§1.3

Stationary points on PES

The most interesting points of a potential energy surface are usually the
stationary points where all the forces vanish, i.e. every component of the
~
gradient vector is zero, ∂Ve (R)/∂R
α = 0 for 1 ≤ α ≤ 3N . From now on
we will drop the ‘e’ subscript from V , which has been used until now to
remind us that the PES describes the variation of the electronic energy with
nuclear coordinates within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Since the
forces vanish at such point the leading terms in the Taylor expansion of the
potential are quadratic, and in normal coordinates [3]
3N

X
~ =1
ω 2 Q2 + O(Q3 ),
V (Q)
2 α=1 α α
~ = ~0 defines the stationary point and the zero of energy, and O(Q3 )
Where Q
denotes higher-order terms that are neglected in the harmonic approximation.
~ = ~0 in the direction of a
The curvature which is the second derivative at Q
normal mode α is ωα2 . These parameters determine the local stability of a
stationary point. A displacement along a normal coordinate α either raises
or lowers the potential energy depending upon whether ωα2 is positive or
negative. The characteristics of any stationary point are therefore determined
by the Hessian eigenvalues, ωα2 at that point. Based on this discussion we
can define three types of stationary points,
1. Minima : Minima are the stationary points with no negative Hessian
eigenvalue. Any displacement results in an increase in the potential
energy and a restoring force towards the minimum.
2. First Order Saddle Point : A first order saddle point or transition
state is defined as a stationary point with a single negative Hessian
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eigenvalue [2]. This negative eigenvalue also corresponds to a negative
force constant or curvature and an imaginary normal mode frequency.

3. Saddle Point of higher order: A stationary point with more than one
imaginary frequency is called higher order saddle point. A stationary
point having k number of negative Hessian eigen values or k imaginary
frequencies is called saddle point of order k. These points have a local
maximum in k degrees of freedom.

§1.4

Features of Energy landscape

In the last section we have seen that the most important points in any PES
are the stationary points. Depending on the presence of these stationary
points, the features of PES can change arbitrarily from one system to another.
Other than the stationary points defined in last section we will be using a
few other terms to describe the PES.
1. Basin : A basin is, by the conventional definition, a certain part of the
configurational space around a minimum of the potential energy surface.
More precisely, a basin contains all the configurations that will relax into
this minimum using simple small-step downhill relaxations. The union
of several neighboring basin is called “super basin”.
2. Funnel : A funnel is defined as a super basin, in which one can arrive at
the lowest minimum from any point of the super basin without crossing
barriers that are very high compared to the average difference in energy
between local minima.
Fig. 1.1 demonstrates an ideal energy landscape in order to clarify the definitions of the terms presented here. The clusters having high symmetry global
minima, in general have a funnel like energy landscape in which finding the
global minimum is easier than for glassy systems where the energy landscape
consists of huge number of local minima in a small energy range.

Features of Energy landscape
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Basin

Figure 1.1: A model PES showing different features of a general energy
landscape. Point (A) and (B) are local minima of the system. (B) is the
lowest minimum for the funnel in the left. Note that to arrive at (B) from
any point of the funnel such as minimum (A) one does not have to cross high
barriers compared to the average difference in energy between local minima.
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Global Optimization

A multidimensional PES has an enormous number of local minima and the
low-lying energy configurations are the stable ones. In particular the lowest
energy structure or global minimum corresponds to the most stable structure.
Finding the global minimum is thus of great importance in physics, chemistry,
and biology. The global minimum corresponds to:
 the crystalline structure of a periodic system
 the geometric ground state structure of a molecule or cluster
 the native state of a protein

Starting at a point in configurational space in order to find a minimum of
PES, one uses minimization techniques such as steepest descent, conjugate
gradient, etc. or sometimes combinations of them. There is no rigorous
mathematical approach to find the global minimum or even to verify whether
a given minimum is the global minimum or not. The only remedy to this
problem at present is to consider the global minimum as the lowest energy
minimum among many previously found local minima.

§2.1

Difficulties in finding global minimum

 Huge number of local minima: The fundamental difficulty associated with global optimizations is the exponential increase of the number
of local minima with respect to the number of atoms in the system. For
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example the molecules belonging to the hydro-carbon family (Cn H2n+2 )
have number of local minima of the order of O(3n ). Due to this intrinsic problem, finding the global minimum for medium sized systems is
already expensive and for larger systems might even be impossible with
currently available resources.

 Characteristics of energy landscape

– The main difficulty in global optimizations arises in systems having
several funnels, for the reason that the majority of the methods are
deficient and in some cases incapable of finding the global minimum if the starting point is not in the funnel containing the global
minima. For example the model energy landscape presented in fig.
2.1 contains two funnels. Now if one starts to explore the landscape
starting from configuration (A), one will soon arrive at configuration (B), which is the lowest minimum for that funnel. But the
global minimum of the system is in the other funnel, which is only
accessible after crossing the high barrier between the two funnels.
A systematic search algorithm will only try to cross the barrier
after exploring a large number of local minima in the funnel, in
which it starts in. Thus a good global optimization algorithm also
needs to have the mechanism to climb up the high barrier to access
the funnel containing global minimum. No random or systematic
search algorithm will succeed in finding the ground state with 100%
accuracy for an arbitrary energy landscape with an astronomically
large number of local minima.
– The best type of energy landscape suitable for rapid exploration in
order to find global minimum, is the one having a single funnel like
feature. This type of energy landscape looks like the one presented
in figure 2.2. Some examples of the systems having this kind of
energy landscape are C60 , B16 N16 , C20 H20 etc. In these cases one
can generally obtain the global minimum rapidly using any kind of
global minima search algorithm.

Difficulties in finding global minimum

Basin
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Figure 2.1: A multi-funnel
energy landscape is very difficult to explore in order to
find global minimum. Most
of the clusters with exception
of few have such energy landscapes. In these cases if one
starts to explore the landscape from a configuration in
the wrong funnel, any systematic algorithm will take a
long time to get out of this
funnel which does not contain
global minimum.

Energy

C20H20

B16N16

C60
Configurational distance

Figure 2.2: A single funnel energy
landscape is easy to
explore and finding
global minimum is
easier than in the
case of a multi-funnel or featureless
glassy
landscape.
C60 , B16 N16
and
C20 H20 are the examples of systems
having such energy
landscapes.
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§2.2

Overview on global optimization
methods

There are plenty of the global optimization methods. In this dissertation we
will only mention briefly the most successful ones.

➠2.2.1

Simulated Annealing

In real life, annealing is the process in which the temperature of a molten substance is slowly reduced until the material crystallizes to give a large single
crystal. It is a technique that is widely used in many areas of manufacturing, such as the production of silicon crystals for computer chips. Simulated
annealing [1, 2] is a computational method that mimics this process in order
to find the global minimum. Initially at a given high temperature the system
is allowed to reach approximately thermal equilibrium using a molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations. At high temperatures, the system is able
to sample high energy regions of configurational space and to pass over high
energy barriers. As the temperature falls, lower energy configurations become
more probable in accordance with the Boltzmann distribution. Eventually
at very low temperature, the system is expected to occupy the lowest-energy
configuration. This is however true only for systems with uncomplicated
energy landscapes.

➠2.2.2

Basin Hopping Method

Basin Hopping (BHM) [3, 4] is a method in which the PES is mapped into
a piece-wise constant function. This transformation associates any point in
the configurational space with the local minimum obtained by a geometry
minimization starting at that point,
~ = min{E(R)},
~
Ẽ(R)
~ represents the 3N-dimensional vector of the nuclear coordinates. In
where R
this transformation the transition state regions are effectively removed from
the problem. Moreover, it does not change the global minimum, nor the rel~
ative energies of any local minima. The transformed energy landscape Ẽ(R)

Overview on global optimization methods
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Figure 2.3: The effectiveness of
the energy-landscape transformation in BHM strongly depends on
the nature of the energy landscape.
The figure in the upper panel indicates a situation, where the energy
transformation indeed lowers the
original high barriers whereas the
figure in the lower panel indicates a
situation where transformation did
not improve the original situation
much.
is then explored using a Monte Carlo simulation at a constant temperature.
At each step, all coordinates are displaced by a random number in the range
[1, 1] times the step size, which is dynamically adjusted to give an acceptance
ratio of 0.5.
The transformed piecewise constant potential energy surface of the basin
hopping method still exhibits barriers that have to be overcome by Monte
Carlo steps. If the height of these remaining barriers of the transformed
surface between super-basins is small compared to the height of the original barriers of the untransformed surface between the basins (upper panel of
Fig.2.3), the basin hopping method is expected to offer a significant advantage, otherwise (lower panel of Fig.2.3), the advantage will be marginal.

➠2.2.3

Genetic algorithms

Genetic algorithms [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] are a particular class of evolutionary algorithms and are among the most popular global optimization methods. They
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were originally inspired by Darwins theory of evolution, more precisely they
mimic the evolution processes in biology with inheritance and mutation from
parents built into each new generation as the key elements. The first step in
the implementation of any genetic algorithm is to generate an initial population of configurations, which is called the initial gene pool. In the next step
one selects the gene candidates to create the next generation. The way to
mix the selected genes of the two parents is called crossover, which reflects
how the genetic attributes are passed on. Another effective way of exploring
the PES in genetic algorithms is through the mutation process. In each of
the three main operations (selection, crossover, mutation) in each generation, one makes sure that the configurations with the lowest energies always
survive.
Genetic Algorithms have been applied to many other problems aside from
global optimization for clusters, ranging from medical bioinformatics [10] to
airframe design [11].

➠2.2.4

Metadynamics

Metadynamics [12, 13, 14] belongs to a class of methods in which sampling is
facilitated by the introduction of an additional bias potential (or force) that
acts on a selected number of degrees of freedom, often referred to as collective
variables (CVs). A number of methods can be thought of as belonging to
this class, such as umbrella sampling, [15] local elevation, [16] conformational
flooding [17, 18] adaptive force bias, [19] steered MD, [20] and self-healing
umbrella sampling. [21].
In metadynamics, an external history-dependent bias potential which is a
function of the CVs is added to the Hamiltonian of the system. This potential
can be written as a sum of Gaussians deposited along the system trajectory
in the CVs space to discourage the system from revisiting configurations
that have already been sampled. At the same time, metadynamics is able to
enhance sampling and reconstruct the free-energy surface (FES) as a function
of the chosen CVs. Although theoretically metadynamics has several strong
points, the major difficulty of using it in practice is the choice of the CVs.
Identifying a set of CVs appropriate for describing complex processes is far
from trivial [12].

Overview on global optimization methods

➠2.2.5
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Minima Hopping Method

Unlike most of the other global optimization methods, which relies on thermodynamic principles, Minima Hopping Method (MHM) [22, 23] is a nonthermodynamic global optimization method. MHM aims at exploring the
low energy part of the configurational space as fast as possible. The minima
hopping method consists of an inner part that performs jumps into the local
minimum of another basin and an outer part that will accept or reject this
new local minimum. The acceptance/rejection is done by simple thresholding, i.e., the step is accepted if the energy of the new local minimum Enew
rises by less than Edif f compared to the current energy Ecur . The parameter
Edif f is continuously adjusted during the simulation in such a way that half
of the moves are accepted and half are rejected. This outer part introduces
a preference for steps that go down in energy. However if the inner part proposes only steps that go up in energy, such steps will finally also be accepted
after Edif f has been sufficiently increased after many rejections.
A flowchart of the algorithm is given below. It contains five parameters. α1
and α2 determine how rapidly Edif f is increased or decreased in the case
where a new configuration is rejected or accepted.β1 , β2 , and β3 determine
how rapidly Ekin is modified depending on the outcome of an escape trial.
i n i t i a l i z e a c u r r e n t minimum
Mcurrent
MDstart
ESCAPE TRIAL PART
s t a r t a MD t r a j e c t o r y with k i n e t i c e n e r g y E k i n e t i c
from c u r r e n t minimum
M c u r r e n t . Once t h e
p o t e n t i a l r e a c h e s t h e mdmin−th minimum
a l o n g t h e t r a j e c t o r y stop MD and o p t i m i z e
geometry to f i n d t h e c l o s e s t l o c a l minimum
M
if (
M
equals
M c u r r e n t ) then
E k i n e t i c=E k i n e t i c ! b e t a l ( b e t a l >1)
goto MDstart
else i f (
M
e q u a l s a minimum v i s i t e d p r e v i o u s l y )
then
E k i n e t i c=E k i n e t i c ! b e t a 2 ( b e t a 2 >1)
goto MDstart
else i f (
M
e q u a l s a new minimum ) then
E k i n e t i c=E k i n e t i c ! b e t a 3 ( b e t a 3 <1)
endif
DOWNWARD PREFERENCE PART
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i f ( energy (
M
) energy ( Mcurrent
a c c e p t new minimum :
Mcurrent =
M
add
Mcurrent
to h i s t o r y l i s t
E d i f f=E d i f f ! a l p h a 1 ( alpha1 <1)
else i f r e j e c t e d
E d i f f=E d i f f ! a l p h a 2 ( alpha2 >1)
endif
goto MDstart

)< E d i f f ) then

Fig. 2.4 shows the possible escape moves from current local minimum within
MHM. Each escape trial is followed by a local geometry relaxation. As indicated in the figure, If the new minimum is same as the old one or the
Enew − Ecurrent > Edif f , the move is rejected. when a new (unvisited) minimum is found, Ekin is multiplied by β3 (β3 < 1). Decreasing Ekin , whenever
a new (unvisited) minimum is found, helps the simulation jump into another
low energy basin by crossing low barriers. This is a very important feature
of MHM because in this way the Bell-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) principle [24]
is satisfied in an average sense. The BEP principle states that low energy
molecular dynamics trajectories are more likely to cross into the basin of
attraction of a low energy local minimum than high energy trajectories. [25]
In this dissertation we used MHM for our simulations. The systems considered in this study, have in most cases very complicated multi funnel energy
landscape. To find the global minimum of such a potential energy surface
requires an algorithm that can rapidly climb out of wrong funnels. This feature can only be obtained by abandoning the standard Markov-based Monte
Carlo methods and by introducing a feedback mechanism that, based on
the whole simulation history, enforces the exploration of new regions of the
configuration space. The minima hopping method contains such a feedback
mechanism.

§2.3

Comparison of Minima Hopping
method with similar methods

The performance of MHM on several benchmark systems had already been
addressed in detail before [22, 23]. In contrast to basin hopping, minima hopping is not a Monte Carlo method. What makes the significant difference in

Comparison of Minima Hopping method with similar methods
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Figure 2.4: The Escape moves in Minima Hopping method. The black broken arrows indicate rejected moves and the unbroken blue ones represent
allowed moves. The escape moves generally bring the system to a new basin.
A local geometry relaxation then brings the system to a new local minimum.
Addition to the favorable moves which brings the system to a lower energy
local minimum, The moves which brings the system to a higher local minimum are also accepted if Enew − Ecurrent < Edif f condition is fulfilled. This
option of accepting higher energy minima is the most important requirement
to explore a multi-funnel energy landscape.
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practice is the feedback introduced by the history list. As a consequence the
minima hopping method can climb out of a wrong funnel much faster than
the basin hopping method. It is thus superior to the basin hopping method
for systems that have a deep wrong funnel. Wrong means in this context
just that the funnel does not contain the global minimum. In Lennard-Jones
benchmark systems it has been found that for the systems containing simple
funnel like landscape, the performance of BHM and MHM are similar. For
the systems containing two funnels such as the 38 atom Lennard-Jones cluster the performance of MHM was found better than BHM.
A detailed comparison of MHM with Genetic algorithms has also already
been addressed [26]. The performance of Genetic algorithms (GA) is indeed
better in case of systems having spherically symmetric global minima. Although it is in general not able to find global minima with geometrically difficult structures such as elongated silicon clusters and non-icosahedral ground
states without the concept of niches. In contrast, minima hopping was able
to find all ground states containing no symmetry.
A detailed performance comparison of MHM with other methods goes
beyond the objectives of this dissertation. It is well understood that the
performance of any global optimization algorithm strongly depends on the
nature of the system and no algorithm can at present guarantee a 100%
success rate. So rather than comparing with other methods, our objective
was to use the algorithm to predict global minima of several different systems.
MHM was very suitable for the kind of systems we were interested in. Below
are the few points which made MHM a perfect tool for our purposes:
 In most of the cases the energy landscapes of the systems we explored
were glassy in nature, ie they contained huge number of energetically
closely spaced local minima and several funnels. As discussed before
MHM can rapidly climb out the wrong funnel because of the feedback
mechanism based of history list.
 The nature of the ground state in the systems we studied mostly did not
have any well-defined structural motif. As discussed before, GA can be
faster to predict spherical global minima than MHM but this nature of
bias towards spherical global minima can result in failure in discovery of
the global minima which have different structural motifs. For example
Our study on B80 cluster predicted a configuration with no symmetry

Comparison of Minima Hopping method with similar methods
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as the global minimum in contrast to the previously widely accepted
perfectly spherically symmetric fullerene structure. The UN-biasness of
MHM made it ideal for using in all types of systems without doing any
modification.
 Apart from the logical reasons discussed above, the main technical reason behind employing MHM for our purpose was a highly efficient implementation of MHM coupled with the BigDFT [27] code. We were
interested to use DFT calculations instead of classical force field because DFT energy calculations are much more reliable than classical
force fields. But DFT calculations are very expensive in nature even
for modern super computers. To use global optimization directly on
the DFT energy landscape, a very robust density functional program is
required that can do hundreds of local geometry optimizations without
failure. Many technical and algorithmic optimizations were performed
[28] to combine MHM and Bigdft which allowed us to do our calculations
accurately and efficiently.
 We constrained our focus only on clusters rather than periodic systems.
Because of being wavelet based code, BigDFT [27] can handle isolated
cluster system more easily than plane-wave based codes. In contrast
to plane wave basis sets, free boundary conditions for charged systems
are not problematic with a wavelet basis set. In plane wave program a
neutralizing background charge is needed, since a periodic system can
not have a charged unit cell. In a wavelet basis set the integral equation
for the potential V
Z
ρ(r′ )
V (r) =
dr′
|r − r′ |

can be solved directly for the electronic charge density ρ with a monopole
and the electrostatic potential can therefore be calculated very accurately for charged systems [29].
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The Effect Of Ionization On
The Global Minima
§3.1

Introduction

Since experimental mass selection methods require ionized systems, the majority of experimental information on clusters was obtained for ionized clusters. On the other hand, neutral systems are of greater practical interest
and the majority of theoretical works are done on neutral systems. The relation between the properties of neutral and ionized clusters is therefore an
important one. The basic property which determines all other properties is
the structure. Finding the global minimum structure of a cluster is a complex global geometry optimization problem on a high dimensional potential
energy landscape [1] with a huge number of local minima. In order to make
accurate structural predictions, the potential energy surface should be calculated within density functional theory. Doing exhaustive unbiased searches
for the global minimum at the density functional level has only recently become possible through the combined improvements in global optimization
algorithms and computer performance.
One basic question concerning the relation between neutral and ionized
clusters is whether they have the same basic structure. Evidently adding or
removing one electron will change the the exact bond lengths and angles but
one might suspect that the structures remain nevertheless very similar. The
relation between the structure of neutral and ionized clusters has been investi-
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gated in numerous previous publications for the same silicon and magnesium
clusters that we have reexamined. The conclusion, in all the publications
we are aware of, is that in general the structures of the neutral and cation
clusters are more or less identical, but the criteria for being ‘identical’ are not
always explicitly given. We introduce a well defined criterion for being identical. Two minima are identical or more precisely ‘related’, if the equilibrium
structure of the ionized system lies within the catchment basin of the neutral
system and vice versa. Applying this criterion on an extensive database of
accurately relaxed geometries, we arrive at the opposite conclusion.

§3.2

Methodology

The global and local minima presented here are obtained within Density
functional theory using the‘Big DFT’ wavelet code [11] which was coupled
to the ‘minima hopping’ [10] global optimization algorithm. The local spin
density approximation (LDA) is used together with HGH type pseudo potentials [4] for the calculation of the potential energy surface. The size of
the wavelet basis set was chosen such that the energies were converged to
within better than 10−4 Hartree with respect to the infinite size basis set.
A combination of conjugate gradient and BFGS methods [5] was used for
the local geometry optimizations and they were stopped when the numerical
noise in the forces was about 20 percent of the total force. This happened
usually when the largest force acting on any atom was less than 2 × 10−5
Hartree/Bohr. Saddle points were found by a modified version of the ‘A
spline for your saddle’ method [6].
In contrast to plane wave basis sets, free boundary conditions for charged
systems are not problematic with a wavelet basis set. In plane wave program
a neutralizing background charge is needed, since a periodic system can not
have a charged unit cell. In a wavelet basis set the integral equation for the
potential V
Z
ρ(r′ )
dr′
V (r) =
′
|r − r |
can be solved directly for the electronic charge density ρ with a monopole
and the electrostatic potential can therefore be calculated very accurately for
charged systems [7].
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For all the clusters we have carried out separate global optimization runs
for neutral and ionized system. Since anions with weakly bound additional
electrons are less accurately described by density functional theory than
cations, we considered only cations in addition to the neutral system. For
small clusters ( less than 10 atoms for silicon and less than 20 atoms for magnesium) the majority of low energy local minima can be obtained. That this
condition is fulfilled can be deduced in the minima hopping algorithm from a
strong increase in the kinetic energy of the molecular dynamics trajectories.
For larger clusters this explosion of the kinetic energy [8] can not be observed
for any reasonable short simulation time. In case of medium sized clusters
we calculated always at least 100 low energy local minima structures and we
did various empirical checks to convince ourselves that the global minimum
was found. We checked for instance always that the lowest energy structures
found for the cation system did not relax upon addition of an electron into a
structure that was lower in energy than the putative global minimum found
for the neutral system.
Using this approach we investigate whether the global minimum structures of neutral and positively charged clusters are related. We will use the
following two criteria as the definition for two structures of a neutral and
ionized system to be “related”
 The equilibrium structure i of the cation will relax into the equilibrium
structure j of the neutral cluster when an electron is added.
 The equilibrium structure j of the neutral cluster will relax into the
equilibrium structure i of the cation when an electron is removed.

By relaxations we mean local geometry optimization with a sufficiently small
step size, which will make it very unlikely that the local geometry optimization jumps out of the catchment basin within which the local geometry optimization was started. The structures of the neutral and ionized system are
thus considered to be related, if there is a one-to-one mapping between the
global minima structures upon addition and removal of an electron. This
definition of two structures being related is motivated by the fact that the
removal or addition of an electron in an experiment is quasi instantaneous
on the time scale of the motion of the heavy nuclei. A cluster will therefore
relax experimentally into the minimum of the catchment basin in which it
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finds itself after the addition or removal of an electron.
In order to see whether our definition is fulfilled or not, we have introduced
mapping charts that show which local minimum of the neutral system relaxes into which local minimum of the ionized system and vice versa. We
consider the global minima structures of the neutral and ionized cluster to
be identical if the two global minima structures are related according to the
above definition.
In order to detect the degree of similarity between two structures with Nat
atoms and atomic coordinates Ra and Rb respectively we have also calculated
the configurational distance D
v
u3Nat
X
1 u
t
(Ra − Rbi )2
D=
Nat i=1 i
The two structure were rotated and shifted in such a way as to minimize D.
In addition atomic numbers were permutated in the search for the smallest
possible D. It turns out that structures, that are related according to our
definition, usually have also a small configurational distance, but the opposite is not true.
We have chosen silicon and magnesium clusters for this study since they
are among the most extensively studied clusters and since we wanted to see
whether clusters made out of insulating and metallic materials behave in the
same way.
The figures are produced using ‘v sim’(http://inac.cea.fr/L Sim/V Sim/index.en.html).
The symmetry group was found using vmd [9] plug-ins [10].

§3.3

➠3.3.1

Results

Silicon Clusters

For silicon system we did our calculation for small clusters containing 3 -19
atoms and for Si32 as an representative of medium size clusters. For very
small clusters there exist only a few local minima structures and they are
therefore usually well separated in energy. As the number of atoms in the
cluster grows, the number of meta-stable structures increases exponentially.
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The concept of a global minimum is already rather ill-defined for silicon
clusters containing more than some 7 atoms. They have many quite distinct
structures that are very close in energy to the global minimum structure [11].
As a consequence more than one structure can be populated even at room
temperature. A second consequence of this is that different density functionals can give a different energetic ordering of the various minima [12] and even
with the most accurate Quantum Monte Carlo calculations it is difficult to
obtain the resolution necessary to predict the correct energetic ordering [11].
In this study we are not claiming to identify the correct ground state structures of the studied silicon clusters, but instead we want to show general
trends. Therefore we use standard density functional theory instead of the
extremely expensive Quantum Monte Carlo method. Considering the fact
that completely different structures can be extremely close in energy suggests strongly that a major perturbation such as the addition or removal of
an electron can change the energetic ordering of the structures. Older studies have in contrast frequently just assumed that the ground state structures
of neutral and positively charged clusters are the same. In some more recent investigations, few cases were identified where the neutral and positively
charged cluster were not ‘related’. In an investigation, where silicon clusters
with less than 20 atoms were investigated [13], Si8 , Si12 ,Si13 , Si15 and Si17
were found as the exceptions were the ground state geometries of the cation
differ from the one of the neutrals. In another investigation of silicon clusters
with less than 10 atoms [14], the ground state geometry of Si9 and Si10 were
found to be the “related”. Both studies are in contradiction to our results
which show that for silicon clusters with more than 7 atoms, the ground state
structures of the neutrals and cations are not related with the only exception
of Si9 and Si18 and are as a matter of fact quite different( Fig. 3.1).
In another study of medium sized clusters [15] it was also found that in most
cases the structures of the neutrals and cations are the same. Out of the
medium size clusters we have only examined the 32 atom cluster for which
we however also find different ground state structures.
Fig: 3.2 and Fig: 3.3 shows the mapping chart which gives detailed information about the relaxation properties upon addition and removal of an
electron . We distinguish between reversible and irreversible mappings between pairs of local minima. The energies of all the structures are measured
with respect to the ground state energy of the neutral system. Solid double
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Figure 3.1: Global minima of
charged and neutral Sin , for
n=6,7,..19 and 32. Only for
n = 18, C3V n = 18, C3V n = 19, CS n = 19, CS
n=6,7,9 and 18 the global
minima of charged and neu0.07
tral are “related”.The configurational distance between
each pair is given in Å.
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Figure 3.2: Mapping chart for Si10 . The configurational distance between
the the neutral and charged ground state configurations is very small (0.04
Å) and ionized ground state does relax into the neutral ground state when an
electron is added. However the neutral ground state does not relax into the
ionized ground state and therefore the structures are not ‘related’ according
to our definition. This behavior is rather exceptional and was only found for
Si10 ,Si12 ,M g25 and M g56 . For all the other unrelated structures neither
the ionized ground state relaxes into the neutral ground state nor the neutral
into the ionized one.
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arrow connecting lines denote reversible mappings and dashed single arrow
connecting line irreversible mappings. The space group is given in the rectangular boxes and the numbers close to the the connecting lines give the
configurational distance of the two configurations.
A reversible mapping connects two structures which are related according to
our definition. In an irreversible mapping, the cluster relaxes from the i-th
to the j-th local minimum when an electron is removed or added, but it relaxes to a structure which is different form the i-th when the electron is given
back or taken away again. Fig: 3.2 and Fig: 3.3 shows that both kinds of
mappings are encountered frequently. The minima of the neutral and cation
are related according to our aforementioned definition only if a reversible
mapping connects the two global minima. This case was never encountered
for clusters of more than 7 atoms except for Si9 and Si18 and the global
minimum structures for the neutrals and cations are thus different except for
Sin n=3 to 7 , 9 and 18 in this size range . The numerical values along the
relaxation arrows in the mapping diagrams indicate the configurational distances in the relaxation processes. These distances are typically of the order
of 0.03 Å, and thus show that the distortion during the relaxation is rather
small. The symmetry group is also conserved in most cases. The fact that
the geometries change so little upon removal or addition of an electron might
have contributed to the wrong believe that the ground state of the neutral
and cation are more or less identical. Nevertheless these small displacements
are frequently sufficient to bring the system in another catchment basin.
The energetic ordering for neutral and ionized cluster configurations would
be identical if the ionization energy or electron affinities (including the energy
that comes from the small relaxation upon removal or addition of an electron)
would be constant, i.e. independent of the shape of the various meta-stable
configurations. The essential point is however that ionization energies and
electron affinities are about two orders of magnitude larger than the energy
differences between the ground state structure and the next meta-stable low
energy structures. Relatively small differences in the ionization energies and
electron affinities between the different configurations can therefore lead to a
reversal of the energetic ordering of the local minima. The energy differences
between the ground state and the first meta-stable configuration is of the
order of few kB T at room temperature and the energy differences between
the higher meta-stable configurations are even smaller.
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We find small configurational distance values not only for the structural
changes induced by the addition or removal of an electron but also between
different local minima of the neutral and ionized clusters. The configurational
distance between the first and second meta-stable configuration of the Si14
cluster is for instance only 0.15 Å. Nevertheless the two local minima are
separated by a barriers of about 1.2 eV. In these disordered structure a broad
distribution of barrier heights is to be expected [28] and we find indeed also
low barriers. The configurational distance between the ground state of the
charged Si10 cluster and its first meta-stable configuration is for instance also
0.15 Å. But the barrier between the two structures are much smaller namely
0.22 eV and 0.08 eV respectively. Such small barrier heights are well below
the accuracy level of density functional methods and it can hence not be
excluded that higher level calculations such as coupled cluster or Quantum
Monte Carlo calculation would give a different potential energy surface. Our
previous experience [17] shows however that barrier height are quite well
reproduced by density functional theory if no bonds are broken during the
transformation from one structure to the other.

➠3.3.2

Magnesium clusters

For M gn we have systematically studied all small and medium size clusters
with n=6 to 30 atoms as well as M g56 .The Global minima are shown in
Fig. 3.4.
For these cluster sizes the electronic HOMO-LUMO gap does not yet tend
to zero, but is around 0.1 eV. So no pronounced metallic behavior is present.
The ionization energies are also comparable to the case of the silicon clusters.
The ionization energy is on average 5 eV for the magnesium clusters and 7eV
for the silicon clusters. The only notable difference we found between the
silicon and magnesium cluster is number of meta-stable states, which is much
larger for silicon clusters. Since all energy differences are however also smaller
for M g than for Si ,the average configurational distance between different
meta-stable configurations is again similar in both cases. Hence M g clusters
have the same overall behavior as the Si clusters, i.e in general the neutral
and ionized ground states are not related.
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In the studied size range we find that the global minima of neutral and
cation clusters are related for n=7,8,12,15,17,18,19,24,26,27,30 and 32. For
a bigger system ,M g56 we also found the global minima to be different for
charged and neutral system. So in total the ground state structures are related in 12 cases and unrelated in 21 cases. Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 exemplifies
the same kind of mapping for M g16 and M g24 between charged and neutral
system as we already showed for silicon systems. These mapping charts look
very similar to that of silicon systems, i.e. the energetic ordering changes
when the system goes from the neutral to the charged state. Although for
M g24 the neutral and charged global minima are ‘related’ , from the mapping
chart (Fig. 3.6) we can see the sign of energetic ordering changes in the system while going from neutral to charged state. The numerical values along
the relaxation arrows in the mapping diagrams indicate the configurational
distances in the relaxation processes. These distances are typically of the
order of 0.02 Å, unlike Silicon systems where this value is 0.03 Å, and thus
show that the distortion during the relaxation is smaller than that of silicon
systems.
Our results are again overall in disagreement with the majority of previous
publications. In one of the earliest publication on this topic, where clusters
with up to 6 atoms were studied, identical ground state structures were
found for M g6 and M g7 [18]. In a study of Mg cluster with up to 21 atoms,
it was found that only for M g3 and M g4 the ground states are different [19].
In another somewhat more extensive study in the range between 2 and 22
atoms [20], it was found that in addition also M g6 , M g7 , M g8 , M g11 , M g12
and M g13 have different ground states.
We have also recalculated the energetic ordering of the minima of several magnesium clusters with the PBE functional [21]. In all these cases the
ordering was identical to the ordering with the LSD functional. This is in
contrast to the silicon clusters where the energetic ordering depends on the
functional being used. This suggests that the density functional results for
the magnesium clusters are very reliable.
For the magnesium clusters the average configurational distance between
the various local minima is typically in the range between 0.1 Å, and 0.2 Å,
and thus larger than the average configurational distance of the relaxation
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Figure 3.4: Global minima of charged and neutral M gn , for n=6-30,32,56.
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charged and neutral are “related”.The configurational distance between each
pair is given in Å
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Figure 3.5: Mapping chart for M g16 . The ground state of the neutral cluster
is mapped to a rather high local minimum of the charged cluster.
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Figure 3.6: Mapping chart for M g24 . For this system the ground states are
related. The higher energy meta-stable states are however even for such a
system typically not ‘related’.
induced the the removal or addition of electrons. Since the magnesium cluster
are also disordered we find, as in the case of the silicon clusters, a broad
distribution of barrier heights. We calculated randomly 12 barrier heights of
the neutral M g16 and M g24 cluster and we found values in between 0.05 and
0.8 eV.

§3.4

Conclusion

Using an exhaustive sampling of the low energy configurations based on the
minima hopping method we show for silicon and magnesium clusters that the
ground states of neutral and ionized clusters are in general not related and
are in many cases quite different. This comes from the fact that for medium
and large clusters there are in general numerous meta-stable structures which
are energetically very close to the ground state. The differences in ionization
energies and electron affinities for different structures are much larger than
this energy difference between structures. These facts have to be taken into
account in the interpretation of experiments with ionized clusters.
There is no reason to believe that clusters made out of other elements
behave differently. Based on our arguments one can only expect that for
certain magic cluster sizes, for which ground state structures exist that are
considerably lower in energy than other competing meta-stable structures,
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the ground state does not change upon removal or addition of an electron.
Such an example is for instance the C60 fullerene.
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4

The Energy Landscapes Of
Boron Clusters
§4.1

Introduction

Relative to its next-door neighbor carbon, boron is one electron short. And
that makes a huge difference in chemical bonding and properties among each
other.
Carbon, with six electrons, is essential to life, while boron, with only five,
is not. There are countless organic compounds having innumerable uses,
but there are many fewer examples of boranes (the boron analogs of hydrocarbons) and their carborane and metallaborane derivatives. The number
of applications for these boron compounds in electronics, catalysis, organic
synthesis, and diagnostic and therapeutic medicine, while growing, has been
limited. Nevertheless, because boron is different, with a diverse set of structural and bonding characteristics, chemists have remained fascinated with
the prospects of discovering new families of functional boron compounds,
particularly all-boron clusters.
To explore the energy landscape of the boron clusters we do global geometry optimizations on the density functional potential energy surface with the
minima hopping algorithm [10].All the density functional calculations are
done with the BigDFT electronic structure code [11] which uses a systematic
wavelet basis together with pseudopotentials [12] and the standard LDA [12]
and PBE [13] exchange correlation functionals.
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§4.2

The Energy Landscapes Of Boron Clusters

Small and Medium Size Boron Clusters

We explored the energy landscape of few small and medium size boron clusters, for n=12,14,16,17,18,19,21,22,24,32,33,34 and 36 in order to find the
global minimum of the system. We also extensively studied the energy landscape of B80 to observe several interesting features which lead to formulation
of a methodology to comment on the feasibility of experimental synthesis of
a proposed nano-structure. The details will be discussed in the next chapter.
The global minimum structures of boron clusters are presented in Fig. 4.1.
It is interesting to note that up to n = 19 Boron clusters prefer to form planar
structures. Upto n = 18 the structures are consist of only filled hexagons.
From n = 19 we can see both filled pentagon and hexagons. In this size range
the clusters show a strong tendency to form cages and all the numerous low
energy structures we found are cage like. This is agreement with a recent
study [16] where the ground state was found to be cage like.
These medium size clusters contain well known structural motifs [17]
namely empty and filled hexagons as well as empty and filled pentagons.
But in addition they contain numerous other structural motifs such as single
atoms connecting filled hexagons or rings containing more than 6 atoms. The
inclusion of these other structural motifs does not increase the energy significantly and the first meta-stable structure is typically only 0.1 eV higher in
energy than the global minimum. For B32 we found for instance some 100
cage like isomers in an energy interval of only 1 eV above the global minimum and even more isomers presumably exist in this interval. The number of
nearest neighbors in these structures varies from 4 to 6 and the bond angles
vary from 90 degrees for some 4 fold coordinated corner atoms to 60 degrees
for 6 fold coordinated atoms in the center of a planar hexagon.
Fig. 4.2 shows the configurational density of states for the Bn clusters,
n = 12, 16, 19, 24, 32. It can be clearly seen that with the increase of the
number of atoms as the structural motif of boron system changes from planar to cages, the energy levels in the density of states becomes more and
more closely spaced or in other words the system becomes glassy which is
clearly seen in case of B32 . Similar kind of observations can be made for B80
cluster too. In case of B80 we started minima hopping run from the previously proposed B80 fullerene structure, which consists of the C60 fullerene
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Figure 4.1: Structural evolution of small and medium boron clusters

with 20 additional atoms filled into the hexagons. It thus consists of 20 filled
hexagons and 12 empty pentagons. The insertion of the 20 atoms can be
viewed as some kind of doping which stabilizes the two-dimensional boron
network [18].
During a long period the cage structure was not destroyed in the minima
hopping run. Instead minima hopping explored the defect structures that
we have described previously [21] as well as other cage structures which are
slightly lower in energy than the Szwacki fullerene. Since there is a very large
number of possible defect structures this cage funnel contains a very large
number of local minima and it takes longer for minima hopping to escape
from it.
Once one escapes from the fullerene funnel one finds significantly lower energy structures. These structures contain the icosahedral B12 motif which is
the basic building block of elemental boron. This icosahedron is in most cases
at the base of a dome like structure or otherwise at the center of a spherical
cage. Both the domes and the cages consist mainly but not exclusively of
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Figure 4.2: Configurational density of states for n = 12, 16, 19, 24, 32 left to
right
filled and empty hexagons and pentagons.
Fig. 5.5 shows the configurational density of states for the B80 cluster.
The majority of the structures are of the dome type and the energies of
dome type and fullerene type structures overlap. Like for the medium size
boron clusters many structural building blocks can be combined to form
clusters of very similar energy. Hence the energy difference between the
low energy isomers is again very small. The lowest energy structure we
found is considerably lower in energy than the recently proposed compact
B80 structure [9], both within the LDA and PBE functionals.
In addition to the B80 cluster we also examined the B92 and B100 cluster. A structure with a icosahedron in the center of a 80 atom Szwacki
fullerene is 7.8 eV lower than the fullerene which was obtained by filling the
12 pentagons [6] shown in fig. 4.6. The resulting structure has however not
anymore a high symmetry. A stuffed fullerene structure was proposed for
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Figure 4.3: The configurational energy spectrum of
B80 .
The energy of the
Szwacki fullerene is taken
to be zero.
The energy
−1.39 levels of the icosahedron–
dome structures are centered
whereas the levels shifted to
the left are fullerene like
structures.The levels on the
right correspond to centered
−1.74
icosahedron structures. The
atoms of the icosahedron are
shown in yellow. The structure at an energy of -2.7 eV
is the putative global mini−2.7
mum from ref [9]. The energy per atom of our lowest
energy B80 structure is about
.13 eV per atom higher in energy than the sheet structure
−3.94 of Tang and Ismail-Beigi [18].
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Figure 4.4: Starting from a high symmetry B92 cluster (a) minima hopping
found a low symmetry structure (b) which is lower in energy by 1.47 eV

Figure 4.5: Starting from a high symmetry B100 cluster [25] (a) minima
hopping found a low symmetry structure (b) which is lower in energy by 3.61
eV
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(a) B100 fullerene proposed by bostani [26] (b) A highly symmetric B92 fullerene obis 9.8 eV higher in energy than the global tained by filling all the pentagons and
minimum obtained by MHM
hexagons of C60 fullerene is 7.8 eV higher in
energy than the global minimum obtained by
MHM

Figure 4.6: B100 and B92 fullerenes

B100 [25]. Doing minima hopping runs starting from this configuration some
structures with lower energy and lower symmetry were found as well. These
structures were also about 10 eV lower in energy than the recently proposed
B100 fullerene [26], shown in fig. 4.6.
These results show that disordered cages with an icosahedron inside are the
basic structural motif for boron clusters in this size range. Among all the
ground state structures of boron clusters of any size, we could not find any
high symmetries. Hence the vibrational modes have no or only low degeneracy. Fig 4.4 shows a highly symmetric metastable structure of B92 which is
2.47 ev higher in energy than the global minimum found for the system which
no longer posses any symmetry. The similar observation can also made in
case of B100 clusters. Fig 4.5 shows a highly symmetric structure, starting
from which minima hopping found another low symmetry structure which is
lower in energy by 3.61 eV.
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§4.3

Chemical bonding in boron

The conventional bonding concepts that are central to carbon compounds,
do not hold in the case of boron. Boron exhibits sp2 hybridization in most
of its compounds, leaving one unhybridized p orbital unoccupied. In this
bonding picture, boron has more bonding orbitals than available electrons,
so it is considered ”electron deficient”. Boron adapts by adopting a multicentered bonding strategy that involves sharing electrons across BBB units,
which necessitates formation of cluster compounds. For all types of planar
cluster systems, stabilization is not always achieved solely by delocalized σ
electrons. There can also be a contribution from π delocalization of electrons
occupying unhybridized p orbitals in the plane of a cyclic structure. Some
hydrocarbons and inorganic clusters with fully occupied p and s shells have
”double aromaticity,” a concept first introduced about 25 years ago by Paul
v. R. Schleyer and coworkers.
Boron has three valence electrons and a short covalent radius, undergoing sp2 hybridization in many boron clusters. That leaves one empty 2pz
atomic orbital (AO) and renders boron electron-deficient. Mulliken population analysis showed partial population of such AOs in boron clusters, which
occurs through sp-promotion. Consequently, planar boron clusters contain
delocalized π systems consisting of such 2pz orbitals. The aromatic character of planar and quasiplanar boron clusters and their molecular ions can be
estimated from their topological resonance energy (TRE) [29, 30]. The TRE
is defined within the framework of Huckel theory as a difference between
the total π-binding energies of a given molecule and the graph theoretical
polyene reference. It represents extra thermodynamic stabilization due to
cyclic conjugation.
If we consider the α boron sheets proposed by Ismail-Beigi [18] shown in
fig 4.7 one can see that each atom has six nearest neighbors but only three
valence electrons. No two-center bonding scheme leads to a proper description. The three-center bonding model is essential to describe the bonding
in the boron sheet. Fig 4.7 shows a choice of orientations for the sp2 hybrids where three hybrids overlap within an equilateral triangle formed by
three neighboring atoms. For such an isolated triangle, we have a simple
3 × 3 tight-binding problem with D3 symmetry. Its eigenstates are dictated
by group theory: one low-energy symmetric bonding orbital b and two de-
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 4.7: (a) Boron alpha-sheet (b) Three-center bonding scheme in flat
triangular sheets. Left: orientation of sp2 hybrids. Center and right: overlapping hybrids within a triangle (D3 symmetry) yield one bonding (b) and
two anti-bonding (a∗ ) orbitals. These then broaden into bands due to inter–
triangle interactions. The pz orbitals are not shown here. (c) Example of
three-center bonding in case of B80 global minimum.
generate high-energy antibonding orbitals a∗ . (This is closed three-center
bonding). Separately, the pz orbitals also broaden (not shown in the fig 4.7)
into a single band. Ideally this sheet would be most stable if
1. two electrons per atom would completely fill the b-derived inplane bonding bands,
2. the antibonding a∗ -derived bands were empty, and
3. the remaining electron per atom would half fill the low-energy (bonding)
portion of the pz -derived band.
the most stable α sheet satisfies these condition precisely.
In case of cage like structures also similar bonding nature exists. There exist both two center and three center bonds in case for boron clusters. This
three center bonding model was also used to explain the extreme theoretical
stability of B80 fullerenes, which is composed of triangular motifs with pentagonal holes. It was argued that the stability is due to a balance of twoand three-center bonds. The α sheet was also considered the precursor of
B80 just as graphene is the precursor of carbon fullerenes [18].
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§4.4

Conclusion

In this chapter global minima of several boron clusters were presented. The
configurational energy spectrum gives an idea about the nature of the energy
landscape for such clusters. For medium and large boron cages the energy
landscape is glassy which is a characteristic of amorphous materials. The
knowledge of boron clusters gathered in this chapter will be used to develop
a methodology to comment on experimental feasibility of synthesis of boron
fullerene cages which has been proposed repeatedly by theoreticians yet experimentalists failed to synthesize them until now.
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Energy Landscapes Of
Fullerene Materials
§5.1

Introduction

Hundreds of new nano-structures ve been proposed based on theoretical calculations while only a tiny fraction of them could be synthesized experimentally. The theoretical predictions are generally based on the criteria of zero
force on each atom and an imaginary phonon frequency of the proposed system. It is well known that these criteria only indicate that the proposed
structure is a local minimum in the energy landscape of the system. But the
proposed structure also has to be the global minimum of the system in order
to exist in nature. Because of the difficulties faced in global geometry optimizations, finding global minimum of a given system is not a easy job. The
problem becomes more and more complicated and difficult to handle with
increase of number of atom in the system. Here we present a methodology
which can comment on the experimental feasibility of a proposed cluster in
small to medium size range. We have taken fullerene cages as an example to
describe the method.

§5.2

Fullerene Cages

A fullerene is any molecule composed generally of carbon atoms in the form
of a hollow sphere, ellipsoid or tube. Spherical fullerenes are also called
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Bucky-balls, and they resemble the football in an atomic scale. Cylindrical
ones are called carbon nanotubes or buckytubes. Fullerenes are similar in
structure to graphite, which is composed of stacked graphene sheets of linked
hexagonal rings; but they may also contain pentagonal (or sometimes heptagonal) rings.
The first fullerene to be discovered, buckminsterfullerene (C60 ), was prepared
in 1985 by Richard Smalley, Robert Curl, James Heath, Sean O’Brien, and
Harold Kroto at Rice University. The name was an homage to Buckminster Fuller, to whose geodesic domes it resembles. The structure was also
identified some five years earlier by Sumio Iijima, from an electron microscope image, where it formed the core of a ”bucky onion.” Fullerenes have
since been found to occur in nature. In mathematical terms, the structure
of a fullerene is a trivalent convex polyhedron with pentagonal and hexagonal faces. In graph theory, the term fullerene refers to any 3-regular, planar
graph with all faces having 5 or 6 vertices. It follows from Euler’s polyhedron
formula, V − E + F = 2 (where V, E, F are the numbers of vertices, edges,
and faces), that there are exactly 12 pentagons in a fullerene and V /2 − 10
hexagons.
The experimental synthesis of fullerenes is a very difficult task. The carbon
fullerene structures were therefore theoretically predicted [1] long before they
could be produced in the lab [2]. Many more hollow and endohedrally doped
fullerene structures made out of elements different from carbon have also
been proposed since then theoretically [3] in searches of other possible building blocks for nano-sciences. The similarities between B-N and C-C bonds
made boron and nitrogen natural candidates to form fullerene and nanotube
structures. Indeed, a method to synthesize pure boronnitride nanotubes was
reported in 1995 by N. G. Chopra [4].Several (BN )x fullerene structures
were predicted. Among them B16 N16 has been found specially stable. Recently B16 N16 has also been found short lived in experiments.
It is however surprising that since the experimental discovery of the carbon
fullerenes some 25 years ago no other stable fullerenes have been synthesized.
So the question is whether experimentalists have just not yet found a way
to synthesize these theoretically predicted fullerenes, or whether they do not
exist at all in nature. In our group we have recently found [5] that all the
theoretically proposed endohedral Si20 fullerenes are meta-stable and can
thus most likely not be found in nature. In this chapter we investigate in
detail boron clusters.

Boron Fullerene
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§5.3

Boron Fullerene

The most promising candidate among the proposed boron fullerene family
is B80 fullerene. Following the B80 fullerene structure proposed by Szwacki
et al. [6] various other fullerene [7] and stuffed fullerene structures [8] were
proposed. Subsequently it was however shown for B80 that there exist nonfullerene structures [9] which are lower in energy. We will contrast the characteristics of the potential energy landscape (PES) of these boron clusters
with those of systems found in nature, namely carbon and boron nitride
fullerenes and find that there are important differences.
In order to explore the energy landscape, we did global geometry optimization runs for the B80 cluster. A first run started from the Szwacki
fullerene, which consists of the C60 fullerene with 20 additional atoms filled
into the hexagons. It thus consists of 20 filled hexagons and 12 empty pentagons as shown in Fig 5.1a . The insertion of the 20 atoms can be viewed as
some kind of doping which stabilizes the two-dimensional boron network [18].
During a long period the cage structure was not destroyed in the minima
hopping run. Instead minima hopping explored the defect structures where
instead of all filled hexagon and empty pentagons there exist several structures having few filled pentagons too [21]. We found other cage structures
which are slightly lower in energy than the Szwacki fullerene.
The lowest local minimum in this structural motif was found to be a defect structure which contains 6 filled pentagons and 14 filled hexagons. The
structure found to be 10.2 meV per atom lower in energy than previously
proposed Szwacki fullerene. Fig 5.1b shows this structure where the 6 atoms
in the middle of the pentagons have been highlighted. Since there is a very
large number of possible defect structures this cage funnel contains a very
large number of local minima and it takes long time for minima hopping to
escape from it.
Once one escapes from the fullerene funnel one finds significantly lower
energy structures. These structures contain the icosahedral B12 motif which
is the basic building block of elemental boron. This icosahedron is in most
cases at the base of a dome like structure or otherwise at the center of a spher-
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(a) Szwacki fullerene

(b) Lowest fullerene by
Pochet

(c) The global minimum

Figure 5.1: B80 clusters
ical cage. Both the domes and the cages consist mainly but not exclusively of
filled and empty hexagons and pentagons. Fig. 5.5 shows the configurational
density of states for the B80 cluster. The energy of the Szwacki fullerene
is taken to be zero. The energy levels of the icosahedron-dome structures
are centered whereas the levels shifted to the left are fullerene like structures.The levels on the right correspond to centered icosahedron structures.
The atoms of the icosahedron are shown in yellow. The structure with an
energy of -2.7 eV is the putative global minimum from ref [9]. The energy
per atom of our lowest energy B80 structure is about 0.13 eV per atom higher
in energy than the sheet structure of Tang and Ismail-Beigi [18]. The majority of the structures are of the dome type and the energies of dome type
and fullerene type structures overlap. Like for the medium size boron clusters many structural building blocks can be combined to form clusters of very
similar energy. Hence the energy difference between the low energy isomers is
again very small. The lowest energy structure we found is considerably lower
in energy than the recently proposed compact B80 structure [9], both within
the LDA and PBE functionals. The Global minimum is shown in fig. 5.1c
where there is a perfect icosahedron at one side of the the cluster and the
other atoms forms a hemispherical bowl like cap on it. The icosahedron has
been highlighted in the figure.

§5.4

Fullerenes in Nature

After we have explored the energy landscape of the proposed boron fullerene,
we study the energy landscape of a few fullerenes made of other materials

Fullerenes in Nature
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Figure 5.2: The configurational energy spectrum of
B80 .
The energy of the
Szwacki fullerene is taken
to be zero.
The energy
−1.39 levels of the icosahedron–
dome structures are centered
whereas the levels shifted to
the left are fullerene like
structures.The levels on the
right correspond to centered
−1.74
icosahedron structures. The
atoms of the icosahedron are
shown in yellow. The structure at an energy of -2.7 eV
is the putative global mini−2.7
mum from ref [9]. The energy per atom of our lowest
energy B80 structure is about
.13 eV per atom higher in energy than the sheet structure
−3.94 of Tang and Ismail-Beigi [18].
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which are already found in nature. The most obvious candidate for this, is
C60 fullerene. In addition to C60 , we did the similar study on B16 N16 and
C20 H20 .

➠5.4.1

C60 Fullerenes

For C60 the first meta-stable structure is a Stone-Wales [22] point defect which
is nearly 1.6 eV higher in energy than the fullerene ground state. In the stoneWales defect there are two pentagons adjacent to each other, where as in case
of the perfect fullerene no two pentagons are adjacent to each other. Various
defects can be combined to form cages of higher and higher energy. Fig. 5.3
shows the energy spectrum of C60 fullerene. Three lowest energy isomer and
two high energy isomers are also presented in the figure. One can see that
the energy levels are well separated in energy. Two high energy structures
are shown in Fig. 5.4. The lowest non-cage like structures are however some
30 eV higher in energy than the ground state and there exists cage structures
which are even higher than 30 eV. This shows that in contrast to B80 the
cage like and non-cage like structures are widely separated in energy. There
is consequently a strong driving force towards cage like structures and finding
the ground state for C60 is much easier than for B80 .
The differences in the potential energy landscape between B80 and C60 are
also well illustrated by the following computer experiment. If one does a local
geometry optimization for 80 boron atoms starting from random positions
one obtains disordered structures which are already fairly low in energy,
namely about 10 eV higher than the ground state. This is in contrast to the
case of 60 carbon atoms where a local geometry optimization starting from
random positions gives structures which are about 50 eV above the ground
state unless they happen to be cage like. Fig 5.4 shows two high energy cage
like structure for C60 fullerene. This shows again that the boron potential
energy landscape has a glassy character with a lot of disordered low energy
structures. The energy landscape of C60 on the other hand has a broad and
deep funnel which leads to the ground state fullerene.
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24.6 eV

10.94 eV

3.56 eV

1.58 eV

0.0 eV

(a) Lowest non cage structure for
C60 (30.8 eV)

Figure 5.3: The energy spectrum of
C60 fullerene. For a energy range
of almost 25 ev there exist cage
like structures. The local minima
are well separated in energy and the
first metastable structure known as
Stone-Wales [22] point defect which
is 1.58 eV higher in energy than the
fullerene ground state. The presence
of two adjacent pentagons has been
highlighted in case of the Stone-Wales
defect [22]. In the given energy range
all the clusters are cage like. Structures that are even higher in energy
can possess some chains with 2-fold coordination and anchor atoms for these
chains with 4-fold coordination. The
structure on the top is an example of
such a cage and is 24.6 eV higher than
the ground state.

(b) A high energy cage structure for
C60 (36.3 eV)

Figure 5.4: Two high energy C60 cluster.
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➠5.4.2

Boron-Nitride Fullerene

Next, we start out by analyzing the B16 N16 cluster which was found to be
short lived in experiments [14]. In this system structural rigidity is imposed
by a strong preference for sp2 hybridization [15] as well as by the requirement
that bonds are only formed between atoms of different type. This leads to a
small configurational density of states.
As shown in Fig. 5.5 there exists a fairly large energy interval in which only
cage like structures exist. Hence there is a strong driving force towards the
ground state cage structure and minima hopping can find it rapidly. This
driving force also allows the formation of B16 N16 in nature. In the figure
boron atoms are shown in blue and nitrogen atoms in red. The higher energy
cage structures can be described as a ‘basket’ with a ‘handle’ made out of a
chain of 4 atoms (two of each type). Similar to C60 energy landscape here
also one can see that there is a distinct energy gap of nearly 0.7 ev between
global minimum and first metastable structure and analogous to C60 here is
also a strong driving force to form cage structures.

§5.5

C20H20 : A stable dodecahedrane found
in nature

C20 H20 was first synthesized by Leo Paquette of Ohio State University in
1982, primarily for the ”aesthetically pleasing symmetry of the dodecahedral
framework”. [19] [20] In this molecule, each vertex is a carbon atom that
bonds to three neighboring carbon atoms. The 108◦ angle of each regular
pentagon is close to the ideal bond angle of 109.5◦ for an sp3 hybridized atom.
Each carbon atom is bonded to a hydrogen atom as well. The molecule, like
fullerene, has Ih symmetry, evidenced by its proton NMR spectrum in which
all hydrogen atoms appear at a single chemical shift of 3.38ppm. C20 H20 is
a very stable chemical compound and that’s why we also studied the energy
landscape properties of this system. There exist very few metastable structures for the system and they are widely spaced in energy. Fig 5.6 shows
the energy levels and structures of 1st five low energy isomers. One can see
the energy gap between global minimum and first local minimum in this case
is more than 2 ev. The nature of the landscape is again similar to C60 and
B16 N16 and represents a deep funnel like energy landscape which can be used
to explain the stability of the system.

Comparison of energy landscapes
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Figure 5.5: a) The configurational energy spectrum of B16 N16 . (b) The
configurational energy spectrum of B80 .

§5.6

Comparison of energy landscapes

From Fig 5.3 and Fig 5.5 we can clearly see that the energy landscape of
B80 is completely different than that of C60 and B16 N16 . The energy levels
in case of B80 is very closely spaced and there exists many defect structures
which have very similar energy values. This kind of energy landscape is a

Figure 5.6:
The
energy spectrum of
C20 H20 . The energy
levels are widely
spaced. There exist
a large gap of 2.14
eV between global
minimum and first
metastable structure.
The structures corresponding to global
minimum and first
four local minima are
also presented on the
right side.
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distinct signature of glassy energy landscape. It is also very clear that in
finite temperature B80 system will consist of these defect structures along
with the global minimum of the system. On the other hand the large energy
gap between global minimum and first local minimum in case of both C60
and B16 N16 fullerene indicates the non-glassy nature of the landscape and
makes them suitable for experimental synthesize.

➠5.6.1

Fingerprint Vector

As discussed earlier, because of amorphous and glassy nature of boron energy
landscapes there exists many local minima which visually looks very similar
and are closely spaced in energy where on the other hand in case of C60 or
boron-nitride system a small defect causes a large energy separation between
two structures. We wanted to show this contradiction more clearly using
mathematical tools. For this purpose we calculated “Finger print” vectors of
each local minimum obtained by Minima-Hopping for B80 , C60 and B16 N16
following the method described in the paper by Fabio Pietrucci and Wanda
Andreoni [23].
In order to calculate the finger print vectors we consider a matrix based
on a function of distance between each pair of atom (rij ). The elements of
the matrix [aij ] is defined by
aij =

1 − (rij /r0 )m
1 − (rij /r0 )n

where r0 is the bondlength of the system and n, m are the intergers whose
value depends on the system (n > m). [aij ] is symmetric, non-negative, and
also irreducible when it represents a connected graph (the cluster), i.e., if
any pair of vertices is connected through a path. In this case the PerronFrobenius theorem holds: The largest modulus eigenvalue λmax is real, positive, and non-degenerate, and the corresponding eigenvector vimax has all
nonzero components with equal sign. We adopt the positive sign convention.
In particular, a few very interesting properties can be shown:
1. λmax carries global information on the network: It grows with the number of bonds and lies between the average and the maximum coordination number (CN)
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2. vimax carries information about both the short and long-range topology
of the atomic network surrounding atom i: For any positive integer M,
vimax =

1
(λmax )M

X

max
aM
ij vj

j

where aM
ij is the number of walks of length M connecting i and j. Above
equation shows the “social character of vimax .
These observations suggest to combine the largest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector into the definition of fingerprint vector (F~P ). The components of the F~P is given as
F Pi =

√

N λmax vimax,sorted ;

i = 1, 2, . . . , N

where N is the number of atoms and the ith component must be taken after
sorting the eigenvector from its smallest to its largest component. It is this
sorting operation that makes the set F Pi invariant with respect to the N !
permutations of the labeling of N identical atoms (and thus also with respect
to point-group symmetries).
After calculating finger print vector for all the local minima obtained in a
minima hopping run, we define the finger print distance Fd as
Fd(localminimum) = |F~P localminimum − F~P globalminimum |
This parameter gives an rough idea of how different the local minimum is
from the global minimum of the system.
In fig 5.7 we plot energy per atom relative to ground state vs fingerprint distance Fd for the three systems together. Higher value of fingerprint
distance implies more difference in the structure of the local minimum than
the global minimum. The blue,black and red indicates B80 , C60 and B16 N16
systems respectively. In the figure one can see that for B80 there exists many
structures which have similar energy values but have very different finger
print distances. This indicates that even if the clusters look very different,
they can have similar energy. This kind of behaviour is clearly opposite of
that of carbon and boron-nitride systems where a small difference in finger
print distance causes a high change in energy values.

Cluster Interactions
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10 11 12 13 14

Figure 5.7: Energy per atom relative
to ground state vs fingerprint distance
Fd for B80 (blue), C60 (black) and
B16 N16 (red). Higher values of the fingerprint distance imply larger differences in the structure of the local minima compared to the global minimum.
One can see that for B80 there exists many structures which have similar energy values but have very different finger print distances. This indicates that even if the clusters look very
different, they can have similar energy.
This kind of behaviour is clearly opposite of that of carbon and boron-nitride systems where a small difference
in finger print distance causes a high
change in energy values.

Cluster Interactions

After we present the difference in energy landscapes of the proposed boron
cluster with that of the fullerenes found in nature, next we wanted to see how
the boron clusters interact with each other. For this purpose we placed the
two clusters close to each other at a distance comparable to the bondlength
of the system and did a local geometry optimization. Fig 5.8 shows the interaction between the global minimum of B80 , the proposed perfect fullerene
structure and another smaller B32 cage.
Fig. 5.9 shows the interaction
between two and three cluster having high symmetry. The two clusters are
found heavily interacting, resulting a combined structure which is 8 eV lower
in energy. For three interacting clusters, it was found that the interaction
between one pair is stronger than the interactio between another pair and the
resulting system is 15 eV lower in energy than the isolated starting configuration. In all cases we found that the boron clusters prefers to stick together
and make a bigger clusters rather than retaining their structural motif. This
behavior is also in contrast to that of boron nitride and carbon fullerene.
As shown in fig 5.10 B16 N16 found to be repulsive to each other where as
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(a) Two B80 global minima

(b) Two B80 fullerenes

(c) Two B32 global minima

Figure 5.8: The interaction between boron clusters

0.0 eV

−7.9 eV
0.0 eV

(a) Two B92 clusters

−15.3 eV

(b) Three B92 clusters

Figure 5.9: The interaction between B92 clusters
C60 fullerenes are very weekly interacting. In both cases they retain there
structural motif and do not get destroyed upon contact like boron cages.
We also observe an interesting phenomenon in case of the interaction between two B80 global minima in fig 5.8. One can see that although the two
clusters come close and stick with each other the inner icosahedra do not get
distorted at all. This shows that the icosahedron is very stable. This is not
surprising as they are, a matter of fact, is the building block of bulk boron
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Figure 5.10: The interaction between two B16 N16 and two C60

system (See fig 5.11). So the interaction also gives an indication that upon
contact to a large number of similar structures the system will try to form
the bulk system rather than retaining their structural motif in isolation.
Among all the ground state structures of boron clusters of any size, we
could not find any high symmetries. Hence the vibrational modes have no or
only low degeneracy. Employing some mode following method will therefore
in general lead to different transition states with different barrier heights.
Since the height of the barrier correlates with curvature along the starting
mode [27] , one can expect for a cluster of low symmetry a broader distribution of barrier heights and therefore a larger probability of finding low
energy barriers [28]. If low barriers exist a small modification of the external
environment such as the presence of another cluster can make these barriers
disappear. Hence it is not surprising that all boron structures that we examined, independently of whether they are medium size, large, cage-like or not,
turned out to be chemically reactive with other boron clusters when they are
brought into contact. During such a chemical reaction with another cluster
several chemical bonds are formed which leads to a considerable lowering
of the energy and to a large distortion or even destruction of the original
structures. This means that even though medium size clusters have a strong
tendency for cage formation in isolation, it is unlikely that such boron cages
exist in nature. This behavior is also in contrast to the behavior of the C60
and B16 N16 fullerenes. They are only weakly interacting and do not form
chemical bonds when they are brought into contact. The chemical reactivity
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Figure 5.11: The structure of
a simple rhombohedral form
of bulk boron is based on
icosahedra
of the boron clusters can also be rationalized in a local picture. If many
different structural motifs can be used as a building block of a low symmetry
cluster, it is very likely that some atoms have some dangling bonds which
are chemically reactive.

§5.8

Conclusion

Our results explain why boron fullerenes have not been found experimentally.
Boron clusters are frustrated systems which do not have enough electrons to
fill all electronic orbitals in a chemical bonding based on pure sp2 hybridization and they consequently do not exhibit some clear preference for a simple
structural motif. Hence, from a energetical perspective, there is no driving
force towards some well defined structure. Instead one finds a glassy energy landscape with a large number of different low energy structures whose
energies are very similar. These structures are chemically reactive and will
therefore not be found under experimental conditions.
The glassy energy landscape of bulk boron has been explained by the
frustrated bonding features of boron where 2-center bonds have to coexist
with 3-center bonds [24]. The glassy energy landscape of the medium size
boron clusters can also be explained in this way. Fig. 5.12 shows the co-
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B80

C60

Figure 5.12: The iso-surfaces of the valence charge density in our lowest B80
cluster and the C60 fullerene. They are evaluated at 70% of the maximum
value (0.12 a.u. respectively 0.24 a.u.). Whereas in C60 we see only two
center bonds, both 2 and 3 center bonds are visible in B80 .
existence of these two types of bonds in our lowest energy B80 . The fact
that no elemental boron but only compounds containing boron can be found
on earth however indicates the possibility of synthesizing more complicated
boron cages such as metal doped boron fullerenes.
Such a doping can energetically pull down the cage like part of the configurational space of boron clusters [21].
Our simulations demonstrate that one can make theoretical predictions
about the feasibility of an experimental synthesis. In order to judge whether
a system can be formed in nature , it is not necessary to simulate its synthesis
process explicitly by molecular dynamics or similar methods.
A global geometry optimization with the Minima Hopping algorithm indicates whether the system being simulated is a structure seeker or a system
with a glass like potential energy surface. For a glassy system finding the
global minimum is slow because one has to explore energetic regions with
a large density of minima whose energies are very similar. For a structure
seeker on the other hand the energy goes down rapidly and by significant
amounts as one approaches the ground state. Only for these latter systems
it is to be expected that synthesis pathways can be found.
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Our work thus clearly shows that theoretical cluster structure prediction
has to be based on global geometry optimization because only this approach
gives the necessary information on the potential energy landscape. The standard approach based on structures, obtained from educated guesses, that
were subsequently locally relaxed, gives only a very incomplete characterization of a system. A ground state structure predicted by global geometry
optimization has a reasonable chance of being found in nature in significant
quantities only if,
 The global minimum is at the bottom of a broad and deep funnel
 The global minimum is significantly lower in energy than the other low
energy meta-stable structures and
 The global minimum has high symmetry.
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Conclusions and Outlook

The energey landscapes of atomic clusters made of several elements has been
explored using Minima Hopping Method and many new global minima has
been presented in this dissertation. The work also addresses the importance and difficulties associated with the prediction of the global minimum
of atomic clusters. In chapter one we have introduced the basic concept
of the potential energy landscape and discussed why global minima structures play an important role in physics, chemistry and biology. We also
introduced the basic terms and definitions required to describe the energy
landscape in general. We discussed the difficulties associated with the exploration of the PES and pointed out the fact that except for few systems,
e.g. C60 , C20 H20 , B16 N16 etc, having simple funnel like landscape, most of the
clusters have energy landscapes containing multiple funnels and large number of closely spaced local minima, which makes it extremely difficult to find
global minima.
In chapter two we discussed several important global optimization methods. We discussed the advantages and drawbacks of a few important methods
in this field and pointed out why the Minima Hopping method is well suited
for the kind of systems we are interested in. Our problems require energy
and force evaluation within the density functional theory framework which is
very expensive even for modern supercomputers. Minima hopping algorithm
was previously coupled with the Bigdft program and optimized to a great
extent, which made the work possible, presented in this dissertation.
In the second part of the thesis, we discussed the results of our studies.
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In chapter three we addressed a basic question, ” Are the global minima
of charged and neutral clusters related ?” To find the answer to this question we considered two systems namely, silicon clusters as representatives of
semiconductor materials and magnesium clusters as representatives of metallic clusters. In contrast to the usual assumption and belief, we came to the
conclusion that the global minima of charged and neutral systems are in
general not related and can in fact be quite different. This study was first
of its kind and we reached the conclusion that there is no reason to assume
that the global minima of charged and neutral system will be same unless
the global minima contain some high symmetry and the energy gap between
the global minimum and the first local minimum is large. A example of such
a system would be the C60 fullerene.
From the fourth chapter on we started discussing boron clusters. We
discussed how the structural motif evolves when the number of atoms in
the system increases. It was shown that small boron clusters prefer planar
structure whereas medium and large clusters prefer to form cages. From the
data we gathered, it was evident that with the increase of size, the energy
landscapes of boron clusters become more and more glassy, which makes it
very difficult to explore in order to find the global minimum. Nevertheless,
Minima Hopping succeeds in finding putative global minima structures for
several boron clusters, among which B80 was the most notable one. For B80
we reported a new global minimum which is almost 4 eV lower in energy
than the previously reported perfect fullerene structure.
In the fifth chapter we discussed the energy landscapes of fullerene materials. Since the discovery of the C60 fullerene, scientists are trying to synthesize
fullerene cages made of elements other than carbon. The fullerene structures
are of great importance in terms of both practical uses and theoretical studies. Several fullerene cages made of non carbon elements, mostly boron and
nitrogen have been proposed by theoreticians. In spite of the huge number
of theoretically proposed structures, it is surprising to know that even after discovery of the C60 fullerene almost 25 years ago, till date only a few
stable fullerene cages made of other elements ((ZnO)60 [1],(M gO)12 [2],
(M oS2 )n , (W S2 )n [3] etc) could be synthesized successfully by the experimentalists. The B80 fullerene cage was the most promising candidate in the
line. After we established the fact that the perfect fullerene cage was not the
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global minimum for the B80 cluster, we studied the differences of the energy
landscape of B80 with a few other fullerene cages found in nature. The differences were very prominent which led us to develop a methodology which
can comment on the feasibility of experimental synthesis of a proposed nano
structure.
The Minima Hopping Method turns out to be a very powerful tool in the
field of structure prediction of clusters. It could not only predict the global
minima of a variety of systems, but it also provided valuable information on
the energy landscape of the system. Several clusters made of other elements
which were not reported here were also studied and MHM could find the
global minima in all cases. Some of the works were done in collaboration
with other groups and some of them will be used for future publications.
Fig 6.1 indicates the elements we studied. At this point we did not want
to unnecessarily lengthen the thesis by putting the data of large number of
global minima, without any physical interpretation, so we decided to build a
cluster database, which will be useful for future studies.
The work presented here goes beyond the mere prediction of new stable
clusters. We addressed few basic questions, which are independent of the
global optimization methods used or the global minima found. The fact that
there is no theoretical criterion which would allow to distinguish the global
minimum from all local minima, implies that there is always a possibility
that in future new global minima could be discovered, especially for the big
systems we studied. Considering this fact, we gave more importance towards
the basic understanding of the energy landscapes, rather than only focussing
on the prediction of new structures. The obtained result lead us to comment
on basic questions such as the relation of the charged and neutral global
minima or the feasibility of experimental synthesis of a theoretically proposed
cluster. We hope that the original work presented here will stimulate new
studies in the field of structure prediction, which will be able to guide the
experimentalists much better than at present for new discoveries of nano
systems.
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Figure 6.1: The clusters made of which elements were studied are indicated
in the periodic table
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